MCCC - Security Incident

Date: 11 Jun 2018
Time: 10:45 AM
Reporting Officer: cabel
Subject: Other
Location: Campbell Library

Witness:
Victim: MCCC
Complainant:
Suspect: Open at this time

Narrative:

On today's date R/o was approached by witness while in the Library. Witness presented an envelope which she stated had a pocket knife inside. Witness advised that she found the knife in a chair. The chair was one of three when you first enter the library. There was no one around during the discovery and no one has approached this officer or made any requests for return of said item.

R/o notes the knife is a Gerber brand folding model # 4660315A "Tactical" series with a 3.25" blade and a green plastic handle.

This item will be secured in the Security office until disposition can be determined.